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RICHARD FEYNMAN …… A MAN OF MANY PATHS
(Physics, a Passion)

AN OVERVIEW:

•  THE MAN

•  HIS SCIENTIFIC WORKS

•   PEOPLE HE KNEW (AND INFLUENCED)

•   FAMOUS QUOTES



RICHARD FEYNMAN …… THE MAN  
(portrait of an original; a lesson)

• “Feynman was an insatiable physicist and inventor. Solving problems was not a choice
for him, it was a necessity”  (Ted Welton MIT undergraduate chum)

•  He often relied on guess work “semi-empirical shenanigans” but was often right because
of very deep physical intuition. 

•  Feynman did not trust any idea unless he had worked it out from first principles 
using his own method

• “Feynman loved doing physics.  I think what he loved most was the process of it, figuring 
things out. He was the best calculator. Once he’d get the answer, he’d go back and try
to figure out why it was obvious”   (Stephen Wolfram young Caltech protégé)

• Feynman was famous for ignoring the papers of others as he independently tried 
to derive or rederive all physics results.



RICHARD FEYNMAN …… THE MAN  
(portrait of an original; a lesson)

On Feynman’s Research Method
• Gell-Mann during the Q&A session after one of his talks: “No, Dick’s methods

are not the same as the methods used here”; Gell-Mann leans against the blackboard
and says: “Dick’s method is this: you write down the problem. You think very hard”. 
He shuts his eyes and presses his knuckles periodically to his forehead. 
“Then you write the answer” (What Feynman called “semi-empirical shenanigans” 
was in fact a deep physical intuition) 

• Sidney Coleman (Caltech theorist): “When Feynman was doing work,
you did not know where it had gone so far, and what the next step was;
with Dick, the next step would somehow come out of-divine revelation.”  
Einstein had some of the same incomprehensible gift of visualization:
”He saw how the universe must be and he announced that it was so”

• Feynman did not trust any idea unless he had worked it out from first principles 
using his own method

• “Feynman loved doing physics.  I think what he loved most was the process of it, figuring 
things out. He was the best calculator. Once he’d get the answer, he’d go back and try
to figure out why it was obvious”   (Stephen Wolfram young Caltech protégé)

• Feynman was famous for ignoring the papers of others as he independently tried 
to derive or rederive all physics results.



Feynman on Dirac: “When I was a young man, 
Dirac was my hero. He made a breakthrough, 
a new method of doing physics. 
He had the courage to simply guess at the form 
of an equation, the equation we now call 
the Dirac equation, and to try to interpret it afterwards. 
Maxwell in his day got his equations, 
but only in an enormous mass of ‘gear wheels’ 
and so forth. 

Feynman’s path integral formalism in quantum mechanics, 
was inspired by Dirac's remark which roughly states 
that ei/ℏS corresponds to the transition amplitude 
between two points in space-time, where S is the action:

𝑆𝑆 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡, 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = �
𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖

𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑(𝑡𝑡)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Path_integral_formulation
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1945-1950   Cornell   (32)
Quantum Electro-Dynamics
Path Integral formulation

1950--- Caltech 

1953-1958  (40) 
Superfluidity/Superconductivity

RICHARD FEYNMAN -- CHRONOLOGY



1963- (45-)
Feynman’s Lectures

1960’s   (42’s)
Quantum Gravity

1967-1968 (50)  Introduces his
“parton” model of the nucleus
(later “quarks”)

1965 (47) 
Nobel Prize

1957- (39) returns to particle physics
Weak force (the V-A theory)

1970’s  (52’s)
Works on Quantum Chromodynamics

RICHARD FEYNMAN -- CHRONOLOGY



1986   (68)
Challenger Commission

1980  (62’s)
Develops ideas for 
Quantum Computer

1988 (69)
Feynman stops  calculating ….. 

1979 (61) diagnosed  with cancer

RICHARD FEYNMAN -- CHRONOLOGY
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In charge of computing team
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Superfluidity/Superconductivity
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RICHARD FEYNMAN -- AND NOBEL PRIZES HE WORKED  WITH AND/OR  INFLUENCED



1963- (45-)
Feynman’s Lectures on Physics

1960- (42’s)  Quantum Gravity
Sum-over-histories approach
Feynman’s Lectures on Gravitation

1967-1968 (50)  Introduces his
“parton” model of the nucleus
(later “quarks”)

1965 (47) Nobel 
Prize for QED

1957- (39) returns to particle physics
Weak force (the V-A theory)

1970’s  (52’s)
Works on Quantum Chromodynamics

Richard Feynman
Julian Schwinger
Sin-Ichiro Tomonaga

T.D. Lee 
C.N. Yang
Steve Weinberg



1986   (68)
Challenger Commission

1980  (62’s)
Develops ideas for a 
Quantum Computer

1988   (69)
Feynman stops calculating …..
but continues inspiring

1979  (61) diagnosed  with cancer

Kosterlitz-Thouless Nobel 2016  
Topological phase transitions

“…1972 Feynman proposed a new approach to the 2D 
problem (melting of helium films) but  did not publish. 
Kosterlitz and Thouless’s approach is essentially the same!!!!”

L. Lederman Nobel 1988
M. Schwartz &  J. Steinberger
Discovery of the muon neutrino

…1960 Feynman suggested existence
of two kinds of neutrinos to explain puzzling
experimental results, but then lost interest”

Found in his desk after his death - 100 pages of 
calculations on quasars apparently done 
for his own amusement and never published.

S. Chandrasekhar Nobel 1983
Structure and Evolution of Stars 



Feynman also worked on quasars but never published his work
S. Chandrasekhar independently produced Feynman’s results and received the Nobel Prize 

“Feynman had signed the guest book and already left”

AND MORE………

On comparing Feynman and Landau (Vitaly Ginzburg from Ginzburg/Landau/Lifshitz): 
“Of all the physicists I have known personally, nobody resembled Landau more than Feynman.
The resemblance extends to many things, scientific style, aspects of their personalities
and behavior, and interest in pedagogical ideas.” 

Wigner of Feynman to attract him to Berkeley: “He is a second Dirac, only this time Human”



RICHARD FEYNMAN …… QUOTES
• “The real prize is the pleasure of finding things out”

• “The game I play is a very interesting one.  It’s imagination in a straight-jacket”
(the physics game)

• ” I have only to explain the regularities of nature.  I don’t have to explain
the methods of my friends” 

• ”There is pleasure in recognizing old things from a new viewpoint” 

• About his work on QED: “Hell, if I could explain it to the average person, it wouldn’t have 
been worth the Nobel Prize” (interview with  People Magazine)

• At the company Thinking Machines when asked for advice: “That’s not my department”.
He nevertheless spent most of his time working on these “not in my department problems”
(curious mind) 

•“The first principle in Science is that you must not fool yourself- and you are the
easiest person to fool”

• ”The Quantum Universe has a quotation from me in every chapter.
But it’s a damn good book anyway”

• “What I cannot create, I do not understand.  Know how to solve every problem
that has been solved” (on his blackboard at the time of his death, Feb 1988)



Feynman (possibly) two most important contributions

•  Strong interactions between hadrons but weakly interacting 
nuclear components (asymptotic freedom of quarks) and 
superfluid analogy (non-interacting Cooper pairs)

• Path Integral Formalism and Feynman’s diagrams



RICHARD FEYNMAN …… A MAN OF MANY PATHS

Sources:
--”Genius: The Life and Science of Richard Feynman”   (James Gleick, science historian)
--”Quantum Man: Richard Feynman Life in Science”    (Lawrence M. Krauss physicist)

Other Sources:

http://ysfine.com/feynman/index.html
http://ysfine.com/dirac/dirfeyn.html
https://archive.org/stream/B-001-000-178/B-001-000-178_djvu.txt (1986 Dirac Memorial 
Lectures)
http://longnow.org/essays/richard-feynman-connection-machine/
http://calteches.library.caltech.edu/35/2/PointofView.htm
https://www.quora.com/Where-does-Richard-Feynman-rank-among-the-top-scientists-of-
all-time
https://journals.aps.org/prb/pdf/10.1103/PhysRevB.23.6145 (2D melting Kosterlitz-
Thouless-Feynman criterion)

Quotes:
--https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Richard_Feynman
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